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  Jerre Reese              843 215-4189
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  Elaine Messier       978 604-9058
  Ginger Tappen       843 215-9242
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Web Page 
coastalcarolinaquilters.com

SNIPPETS
More Donated Quilts

Our local quilt guilds might not be able to have meetings at 
this time but that hasn’t slowed down the generous spirit of 
our talented members.

Thirty-five GSQ and 7 CCQ quilts delivered to Fostering 
Hope.  Tabby, Etta, Al and Jill were so happy to get them.  
They aren't allowing the foster parents and children in the 
store yet.  They call ahead.  The clothing, quilts, etc. are 
bagged up and ready for the parents to pick up.  Tabby said 
these quilts would not last long.  They recently bagged up 
supplies for 36 kids.  So sad there are so many children in 
need but we are so happy we can spread a little sunshine.
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President’s Message

Well ladies, the Rec center at Oceanside Village is still not open so that means another 
month with no meeting.  I know it is hard not seeing each other but we must follow the 
rules.
My guest room has piles of stuff to be taken to guild and the piles are growing.  Most of us 
must be going through a lot of our stash.
I know many of you have piles like me and if you wish to drop them off and get them out 
of your house I’m sure either me or Margo can meet you and take them off your hands.
Be safe and hope to see you all soon.  Until then, it’s you and your sewing machine - best 
friends

Joanne Shropshire

Altered Panel Challenge 

We will move the due date to the September meeting.  This should eliminate any excuses 
for not having enough time.  It's becoming the "never ending" challenge.
Reminder of the challenge details - Choose any panel you wish and make it more 
interesting.  Do not just add borders and call it done.  The idea is to spark your creativity 
and do something different.  The Panel needs to be quilted and bound to enter into the 
challenge.  Prizes will be awarded for creativity.

Even our four-legged friends are benefitting from 
our lockdowns.
Through a joint effort by Margo, Maggie, Mary 
Harrigan, Joanne, Sandy, Bobbi, Kathy Henry, Terry, 
Jerre, Pat Sprecher and Pat Roman, Margo delivered 
26 dog beds to the Humane Society of North 
Myrtle Beach!!!
That's what happens when a bunch of quilters are 
cooped up for 2 months!!
They asked if we could make smaller beds for the 
kitties too and, of course, Margo said sure.
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A few more quilts for Fostering Hope
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FOR SALE 

VINTAGE SINGER FEATHERWEIGHT 221 
In excellent condition with carrying case, original manual and attachments. 
Circa 1951 

$375.                       Judy Lilly    843-246-1401


